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Hugh,
I wanted to thank you again for a fantastic sales experience. Your expertise and knowledge of the
Mahindra line up was excellent and helping me decide on the 3550 was definitely the right decision for
me and my property. The tractor is the perfect size, power and capacity for all the work I have around the
house. The box blade has proven to be almost as integral as the tractor itself – it’s cut down on grading
time and I can see it being used for many different projects.
In comparison to the skid steer I was using, the 3550 is way more stable, has better traction and far more
lift and pushing capacity. Piles of fill and rocks I had left because the skid steer couldn’t push them down
the hill were actually no problem for the 3550 to push UP the hill. I was pretty amazed and I think my wife
heard “this thing is incredible” over 100 times this past weekend.
The UTV did end up selling on Friday, allowing me to think up all kinds of different needs for new
implements. That said, is there any progress on the quick attach? I won’t necessarily need it for a couple
more weeks because the work we are doing is all grading so the box blade is going to stay on the
machine for a while. But I would like to make sure we get that ordered.
Also, I put about 10 hours on the machine this past weekend, and I have a feeling this coming weekend,
although cold, will be another productive one with the tractor, so the first service will come up pretty
quickly I think so I’d like to get the other items I’m thinking about sorted out and ordered so that when we
service it the other items can be added.
I’ve been doing some research and found the adjustable hydraulic top link and side link from Fit Rite
(www.fitritehydraulics.com) which is sold as a “top n tilit kit” is really what I’m looking for. Here is a video
of the operation – and for the box blade at my property the ability to use this would be a huge upgrade…
https://youtu.be/L1RgAiYOc0Q
Look forward to hearing from you…

David Sciascia
Elite Renovations, LLC
East Hampton, CT 06424

